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In the area of statistical communications a great deal 
of effort is continually being devoted to the problem of 
separating signals from noise. One of the earliest and most 
significant attacks on this problem was made by Wiener (1).
In his early work Wiener treated the problem by using linear 
filters. However, because of the formidable mathematics em- 
ployed by Wiener his work was difficult to read and the 
application of his important results spread very slowly to 
the practicing levels. Even after more than 20 years the 
linear filtering approach of Wiener still remains a subject 
of graduate level stature. A great deal of effort has been 
devoted almost entirely to the task of bringing Wiener's re- 
sults to the practicing communications engineer. Significant 
contributions in the achievement of this goal have been made 
by Y. W. Lee (2), Davenport and Root (3), Laning and Battin 
(4), Truxal (5) and by Brown and Nilsson (6). In the meantime, 
Wiener has continued his attack on the problem of separating 
signals from noise by expanding his area of activity so as to 
include the area of nonlinear filters. His recent results (7) 
are presently undergoing interpretation and dissemination. 
Another principal investigator in the area of non-linear fil­
ters is Zadeh (8) and (9)  Zadeh's work, like Wiener's is 
rather sophisticated, and as a result, it can best be appre-
2
elated through specific interpretation. It is with a speci­
fic interpretation of Zadeh's work that the present report 
is concerned.
B. Nature of the Problem
Having established the above perspective, it is worth­
while to examine, at least qualitatively, the differences 
between the linear and non-linear filters insofar as the 
statistical properties of the data are concerned. With such 
an examination in mind, consider the situation described in 
Fig. 1. A filter (the properties of which will be discussed 
later) is to be used to operate upon the sum s(t) + n(t) so 
as to produce an output y(t) which renders the mean square 
error e2(t) a minimum, where e(t) is defined as:
It is assumed that s(t) and n(t) are not deterministic, but 
known only in some statistical sense. For example imagine 
that the r'th order probability density functions describing 
s(t) and n(t.) are known. In general when r is greater than
The only exception to this statement arises when s(t) and 
n(t) are both r'th order Gaussian processes. The reason in 
this special case is twofold. In the first place, the r ’th 
order Gaussian density function is given by
e (t ) = y (t) - s (t )
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m,r^= elements of the inverse of the m .  matrix. Thus,IK iK
the r'th order Gaussian function is completely specified by 
the second moments of the variables and x^. These
second moments are completely specified by the second order 
density functions so the higher order (r 2) Gaussian den­
sity function contains no more statistical information than 
does the second order density function. In the second place, 
the second order Gaussian density function contains no more 
information than the autocorrelation function because the 
aforementioned second moments are obtainable from the auto­
correlation function. For example,
S(V  s(V  = <t>s(tk - ti)
Thus, the entire Gaussian process is completely specified by 
the auto-correlation function which describes that process. 
Now, when the only available statistical information is speci­
fied completely by the correlation function, the filter which
pminimizes e (t) has been shown by Wiener (op. cit.) to be 
linear.
In any situation except the all Gaussian one just des­
cribed, the second order density functions provide more
5
statistical information than the correlation function and a
non-linear filter which takes advantage of the additional
statistical information can do a better job minimizing 
“ 2e (t) than can a linear filter. Furthermore, as more and more 
statistical information is provided in terms of higher order 
probability density functions better and better non-linear 
filters can be obtained. One way of classifying non-linear 
filters is in terms of the order of the available statistics: 
The higher the order of the considered density functions, the 
higher the order of the non-linear class.
In the system of classification used by Zadeh it turns 
out that the optimum filter within class y\r requires know­
ledge of the 2r'th order probability density functions des­
cribing the signal and noise. The linear filter is a member 
of the class but, as mentioned above, it does not take full 
advantage of the second ordered statistics except in the 
Gaussian case. One of the non-linear filters, which is also 
a member of class Yin and which takes a greater advantage of 
the information provided by the second order probability den­
sity function, is called a zero-memory non-linear filter.
The term zero-memory is used to imply that the filters does 
not operate on past values of the input. Stated mathematic­
ally,
y (t ) = f [x(t)J 
where x (t) = s(t) + n(t)
6
C. Purpose
The purpose of this report is to review the basic work 
described by Zadeh insofar as systems of classTl^ are con­
cerned and to apply his general results to a specific problem 
in which a non-linear filter is mandatory simply because the 
linear filter is essentially ineffective. The ineffective­
ness stems from the fact that the autocorrelation function of 
the signal plus the noise has essentially the same variational 
character as the signal alone. Therefore, the transfer func­
tion of the linear filter turns out to be simply a constant. 
Thus, the output of the linear filter is just an attenuated 
version of the input and, as a result, no virtual separation 
of signal and noise is obtained. The reason that this report 
confines its attention to the zero-memory rather than the 
finite memory non-linear filter is because the latter pre­
sently requires machine type solutions. Although the results 
of the present work are interesting by themselves, the ap­
proach used here is intended to provide the reader with a 
helpful and interpretive introduction to the theory of non­
linear filters as advanced by Zadeh.
?
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
A. Pertinent Terminology
When working within the framework established by Zadeh 
the following definition of symbols and terms is pertinent.
(1) The symbol N is used to denote a general non­
linear two-pole. By two-pole is meant a system 
(filter) which has only one input and one output 
terminal.
(2) The symbols x(t) and y(t) are used to denote 
the system input and output respectively.
(3) A two pole N is said to be additive if for 
any two time functions x-^(t) and x2(t) in the input 
space of N, the following relation holds
N(XX + X2) = NX-l + NX2
In other words, the principle of superposition holds.
(A) A two pole N is said to be homogeneous if for any 
time function x(t) in the input space of N and any real 
constant oC , the following relation holds 
Nc<X = oCNX
(5) A two pole that is both additive and homo­
geneous is then said to be linear.
(6) A non-linear two pole is one that is either 
nonadditive or nonhomogeneous or both.
Zadeh defines the class')!^ as the collection of all 
filters whose input-output relationship can be expressed in
8
r<*>the form
y (t ) = J  K [x(t-x), x ]  dt (1)
Where x is the variable of integration, x(t) is the input and 
K ]~x(t-T), xj i.s any real function of x(t-x) and X. The lat­
ter is referred to as the characteristic function of class')^. 
To see that the class of linear filters is a subclass of^l^* 
it is only necessary to note that the input-output relation­
ship for a linear filter is
y(t) = f w (X) * x(t-T) dX (2)
Jo
where W(X) is the impulsive response of the linear filter. 
Clearly, Eq. 2 is a special case of Eq. 1 with the charac­
teristic function having the form
K [ x t t - t p . x j  = W(T) • x(t-X)
In an analogous manner, the class7L> is defined by Zadeh 
as the collection of all filters whose input-output relation­
ship can be expressed in the form
y (t) = JJk Jltt-xp, x(t-X2 ), x lf X ^ d X 1dt2 (3)
where X-̂ , X ^  are the variables of integration. The charac-
,X2J . It can be 
seen that the classTl^ is a subclass ofT)2 , because Eq. 1 
becomes a special case of Eq. 3 when the following relation­
ship holds:
K ^x(t-X1 ), x(t-X2 ), X ltX 2J = K jjcU-xp, X x J . 0(x1-x2 )
More generally, the class ^consists of those filters for 
which the output-input relationship may be expressed as an
terlstic function is K IxCt-X^), x(t-r2),
9
n-fold integral of the form
y(t) =J'--J k J l u - r p ,  x(t-t2 ), ... , x(t-rn ), t 1,x 2 , ... x n]
dX.dT0 ... dr1 2  n
where the s are the variables of integration, and the char­
acteristic function K ^x(t-T^), x(t-X2 ), ... x(t-Xn ),
... , X^J is any real function of the variables 
x 11 —X ̂ , x (t —X 2) » ... , x (t— ) and ... > .
Zadeh comments that any non-linear filter is either a 
member of the system of class , Vl2 » *̂ 3 > ••• » ̂  or can be 
approximated as closely as desired by a member of this system. 
The following are the Important properties of the classes:
(1) Any linear filter is a subclass offt̂ .
(2) Any zero-memory non-linear filter is also of 
class77.̂ , since for this type of filter, the output 
and input are related by the equation
y(t ) = f £x(t)J
where f(x) is a real function of its argument, and we
can put this equation in the form
y(t) = f t  [x(t-r)] • 8{z) dr 
-*0
where K [x(t-t), x] = f [x(t-T)J • (X)
(3) Certain finite memory filters are also members of 
class 71-̂ . A finite memory filter is defined as having 
a characteristic function which vanishes outside the 
range 0 < t < T  The finite memory filters (The memory 
being T seconds long.) which are members of class'?!^ 
satisfy the following input-output relationship 
y(t) = f  K [x(t-X), t] dt
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B. Optimization
Suppose the input to the filter x(t) is the mixture 
of a signal s(t) and noise n(t), and we assume that s(t) and 
n(t) are ergodic random processes. On denoting the desired 
output by y.(t) and indicating the characteristic function 
of the filter which yields it by £s(t-I), we have
r* CO
yd (t) = I Kd [s(t-x), xj ax
If the desired output is y^(t) = s(t), then
Kd [ s ( t - X )> T ]  = s ( t - T )  . &  (X)
where 6 (*c) is a Dirac Delta Function. By definition the
error is v /. x ,.se(t) = y (t) - yd (t)
For convenience, the ensemble average of e(t) is assumed to
w
be zero, or e (t ) = 0. The quantity of interest is the aver- 
2 2age of e (t) or e (t), and the optimum filter within class77j_ 
is that filter which minimizes the ea(t).
e2(t) = jb(t) - yd (t)"] (5)
Kd [s( t-x1), x J  ' Kd r s (t-x2);d  dxdr2 (6)
The last term of Eq. 6 does.not involve K TxCt-X), XJ , anc 
therefore is irrelevant to the determination of the mini-
11
mlzation of the characteristic function K j~x(t-X),xJ . The 
quantity that needs to be minimized therefore consists of 
the first two terms in Eq. 6 and this quantity will be de­
noted by F. Also, in the following procedures we shall use 
the abbreviations for x(t-r^), x2 for x(t-x2 ), Tor 
s(t-T^) and s^ Tor s(t-x2 ) etc. Furthermore, we denote the 
joint probability density functions for x(t-T^) and x(t-x2 ) 
and for x(t-rT) and s(t-Tp) respectively by p(x^, x^; Xj-X2 ) 
and p(x^, s^; x^-x2). Because we are dealing with time 
stationary ergodic processes, the p(x^, x2 ; T-,-x2) a sym“ 
metric function in the variables x^, and x? , T ?.
The quantity F to be minimized as
F = K
o sc
[ U U - t p ,  x p  • K rx (t--c2 ), xj dt-px.
f<x>ru> __
- 2 I I K I x(t-T,), X j • Kd j s(t-x ),
z.oo 'O L. '_ t 2j dXldX2
Expressing the average as an ensemble average, in terms of 
probability density functions we have
fx(t-r1), x j  • K |x(t-x2), x P(xl’x2;rl-X2 )
dx1dx^dx2d'C2
K s(t-X2 ) ,X2
• p(x ,s2 ; T^-T^) dx^ dx^ ds2 dX2 
By calculating the variation in F due to an admissible 
variation £ A K  in K [~x(t-T),X we can then minimize the 
quantity F. In Eq. 7 replace K |~x(t-T), X~j by K+£AK, and
L J
(7)



















K2 - p(x1 ,s2 ; ds2dX2




i p (x1 »s2 $ r^-x2 ) ds2dr2O JcQ
dx^dX^
F + A F = I I (K± + ̂  A K1 )
. p(x1 ,x2 ; r 1-x2 ) dx2dX2
'CD SOD
(k 2+ e ^ K  2 )
- 2 / / Kd p(x1 ,s2; T'1-r2 ) ds2 dT2
>£.00
dx^dx^
By subtracting Eq. 8 from Eq. 9 we obtain
QD SCO
A y = I 6AK.
/Q  LOO
(K2 +6 A K 2 ) . p ( X;l , x 2 ; dx2dr2
(8)
(9)





Ko /<*> 1dx1dX1 i / 6i6 K2p(x1 , x2 ; T ^ X ^  dx2dX2'o /CD
/•°/*>
= 6 I 4K1dx1dt1 K2 p(x1 ,x2 ; dx2dX2




AK2 p(x1 ,x2; dx2d r2
'o /<r>
■ a> sod












<3 Lac >„ Jr
K2 p(x1 ,x2; t ±-i:2) dx2dT2
~cc r°o




A k (x 1 ,X1)
O  L CD
yields




Kd ^S2,t:2  ̂ P ^X1,S2; ^l“r2  ̂ ds2dC2 dx-^dX^
(10)
= 0 (ID
From Eq. 10 it can be shown that 0 ' * is always posl-
2> £2
tive, so that the quantity F is a minimum when the condi­
tion of Eq. 11 is applied,
2' P (xi» x2’ r i“r 2
From Eq. 11 we obtain 
:2dt:2
= f Kd ^S2,X2  ̂ P^xi*s2; ^l-̂  ds2dF ( 12 )
Eq. 12 is the Wiener Hopf type equation for the class 71^; 
the characteristic function of the optimum filter of class 
is the solution of this linear integral equation. The de­
sired output of the filter can be any function of the signal,
Such as s( t±c(), or dS(t) e^Ct ^ere our desired output isd t
assumed to be s(t), the signal itself. Thus,
14
f*
j Kd | s(t-T) , Tj • d*: = s (t)
or Kd j_s,tj = s • §(t)




•p(x1 ,x2; x 1 -r2) dx2ar2
r-= Is . p(xd,s ; T. ) ds (14)
For the linear filter, the characteristic function is of 
the form
K x(t-t),xl = W(T) . x(t-x) (15)
where W(x) is the impulsive response of the filter. Subs­
tituting Eq. 15 into Eq. 14 gives
fCo rco
'O Jco
W(x2) • Xz P(X1 ’X2 ‘> r i"'C2  ̂ dX2d'C2
rco
s • p ( ,s ; ) ds (16)
y-coMultiplying both sides of Eq. 16 by xd and integrating, weJ,
obtain
/Q -CO -to
W (X ) • x-^x^ P ( Xq * x2 * *t*i'”'^2  ̂ d x ^ d x2dTT^
‘ CD
s • xd*p(xd , s ; -Cd ) ds • dxd
L  C C  ' C i
Now, the autocorrelation function of x(*b) is




and the cross-correlation function of x(t) and s(t) is
rcor<x>
ds,4>xs(W  = j j xl s2 P<xl * s2 ! V V  dxl'
JtolcG
so Eq. 17 may be written as
dT2 = f W  (18)
Which is the Wiener Hopf equation for the optimum linear 
filter.
However our main interest in c l a s s ^  is with the so 
called zero-memory nonlinear filter. The input-output re­
lationship for a zero-memory nonlinear filter is of the form
f -
y(t) = f Tx( t)J = f [x( t-x)j • O ( t ) dr
Jowhere the characteristic function is defined as 
K Fx( t-T ) ,xj = f [x(t-X)]- S(-t)








_ iJ | K( X2 9~C2 ̂ x^ 9 x^ 5 ^x2 ^ 2
dx^dT^ = 0
let K(x2,X2) = f(x2) • 5 ( X 2) , K(x1 ,‘C1 ) = f(x1 ) • 6 ^ )
we obtain
(“COSCD
A f ( x ]_) • 5 ( x 1 )
'o loo CO
f(x2) • S(x2 ) . p(x1,x2;r1-'c2)dx2dt:2
o Leo
-  I s - p( x^, s ; 'Ĉ ) ds dx1dr1 = 0
After integration with respect to and ~t2 respectively,
we obtain
f l ru±) f(x2 ) * p(x1 ,x2;0) dx2
<-00
- Is p(x-, , s ; 0) ds
J
dx-̂  = 0
From this we get the following equations 
ra> rto




However p(x1,x2 ;0 = p(x1) • <5(x1 - x2 ).
Therefore, Eq. 21 can be rewritten in the form
f- rco
f £x(t)J • P(x1 ) * S{ x 1 - x2 ) dx2 = J s p(x ,s) ds
y
or in much simpler form
f(x) . p(x) = s • p( x ,s ) ds 
Therefore,
-CO
f (x) • p(X,s) 
p(x)
ds _ 5 * p(x,s) ds
p(x,s) ds
(22)
Thus the only information needed in the optimization of a 
zero-memory nonlinear filter is the joint second order prob­




To demonstrate the applications of the optimal non­
linear zero-memory filter, and to emphasize Its superiority 
(over the linear filter), we begin by selecting a signal 
and’nolse situation in which the auto-correlation function 
of the signal has the same shape as the autocorrelation func 
tion of the noise. Assuming that the signal and no.lse are 
Independent, the trasfer function of the optimum linear fll-
which implies that the output is Just an attenuated (K^. 1 ) 
version of the'input. In essence, then, there is no separa­
tion of signal from noise and the mean square error which is 
given by £c9 f. Y. W. Lee op.c.t.J is infinite. Needless to 
say, any filter which reduce the mean square error to a 
finite value represents a definite improvement.
Such a situation is described in detail in the first of 
the three examples which follow. In the second and third ex­
amples the mean square error in the linear case is infinite 
although the transfer function is not constant. However the 
optimum nonlinear zero-memory filter provides a finite mean 
square error and therefore represents an improvement over the 
optimum linear case.
ter is given by c.f. Brown and Nilsson op.c.t.
1 K
4>ss+(jfon (1+K)’O s s 1+k
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We consider the situation in which the signal is a 
train of Poisson distributed impulses having amplitudes 
which are (See Fig. 2)
(1) Equally likely positive and negative impulses.
(2) All positive.
(3) Alternatively positive and negative.
We assert in case 1, case 2, and case 3 that the noise is
white Gaussian, l.e. the spectral density is constant and
the density function is Gaussian. For practical purposes,
the Impulses may be approximated by narrow pulses (See Fig. 3)
of width At and height A - where At can be made as small
At
as desired. We now consider each case separately.
B. Case Is
Waves of (Poisson Distributed) equally likely positive 
and negative Impulses corrupted by white-Gausslan noise.
Lee (2) has shown that in this case
p (positive impulse) = K 
s 2
p (negative Impulse) = s
p (no pulse) = 1-k At s





Case 1 Squally likely Positive and Negative impulses.
1\ u > i\ * /
\ r \r 'r \
Case 2 Impulses of the same sign.
A A A A A A A A  A A A A
t
Case 3 Alternately Positive and Negative impulses.
Figure 2. Waves of Poisson-distributed unit impulses.
20
Figure 3- Approximation of an impulse.
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Thus, the probability density function describing the 
signal is
Pg(s) = S(s-A) + &(s+A)
+ (1-KAt) • S(s) (23)
Since the input x(t) = s(t) + n(t) and since s(t) and n(t) 
are independent, we have,
P (x) P n (x-s)
— VC
For Gaussian noise
p (s) ds (24)
P n (x-s) 1
J2TT
exp r_ i (2izs.)21L 2 1 <rn ; (25)
Substituting Eq. 23 and Eq. 25 into Eq. 24, we obtain
”co
p(x) = p (s) • p n (x-s) ds
Mas
r
^ l S ( s - A )  + S ( s+A)"]2 j
+ (1-kAt) . Sis)
J




Before calculating f(x), we evaluate the probability den­
sity function p (x,s) and the integral
22
s • p (x,s) ds (2?)
<-cc
Also, since s and n are independent and added linearly, the 
probability density function can be put in the form 
p (x ,s) = ps (s) • pn (x-s) 






2 L§ ( s-A) + S( sfA) + (1-kAt) . 6 ( 8 )
2{ <rn >
a e s -ds
J2 TT ^
A K A t
*
2 ( (Tn J J 1  ,x+A/2  ̂<Tn 'c exp - exp J
V. J
(2 8)
Substituting Eq. 28 and Eq. 26 into Eq. 22 of II, yields
f (x) , £ s v ( x , s ) ds 
P (x)
Ak At
2 [2TT •J r exp - - (— )2 1 '
k At
2yiTT
exp 1 (2^ )  "
-  exp 1  (X=A,2 1 <r„J
+ exp l  L l H A t ) „ p 1 (xj2 <Tn
23
A S m h  ^  
°-a
Ax t (1-K -2 t)Cosh if 2un




1 + 1 - Ka (:kAt





This is the expression for the zero-memory nonlinear fil­
ter which does the best job (in the minimum mean squared 
error sense) of separating s(t) from n(t). A plot of 
Eq. -29 is shown in Fig. A-. On the same graph is shown the
response of the optimum linear filter with slope m= k
k +k s n
C. Case 2:
Waves of (Poisson Distributed) impulses of the same 
sign corrupted by white Gaussian noise. Lee (2) has shown 
that in this case:
p (an impulse) = kAt 
p (no impulse) = 1-k At
thus the probability density function describing the input 
signal is
p (s) = k A t  . S  ( s-A) + (1-k A  t ) -£(s) s
and since the probability density function describing the 
noise is the same as in case 1 , the probability density 
function describing the input is
X
24


















+ (k u t ) exD
. 2 TT <£
i 2~
2' rf" ' t_ ^ °n J
(30)
n
and the integral in Eq. 27 becomes
ôe> /-co
S p ( X , S ) ds =
— Co Jcc
s . P5 ( s )  • Pn ( x - s )  ds
rcor
k A t  . <5( s-A) + (1-k^t) « S(s)
1
A tt 6”:n/ n




A k A t
J 2 T T ^ 2
exp 1  I  (2=A) "2 j ( 3 D
Substituting Eq. 3° and Eq. J1 into Eq. 22 gives
f , , _ I s  p ( x , s )  ds  
f(x) _ P (x)
A k A tA _ exp
= V2TT^ 2
_ I (2=A)
2  ̂ o'n ;
k A t exp - i  (£=£) 2 1 <rj
+ (1= K A J l) exp 1 / X  \■2(̂ r }
2-,
A (32)





The characteristic curve of this zero-memory nonlinear fil­
ter is shown in Fig. 5« On the same coordinates is also 
shown the characteristic of the linear filter for comparison.
D. Case 3:
Waves of (Poisson Distributed) alternatively positive 
and negative unit impulses corrupted by White Gaussian 
noise. In this situation £c.f. Lee (2)J the probability dis­
tribution is the same as Case 1. The probability of the 
occurance of a positive Impulse is
p (a positive impulse) = --- -
the probability of occurance. of a negative impulse is 
p (a negative impulse) = — s—
the probability of no impulse is 
p (no impulse) = 1- k A t
Although the noise is white-Gausslan noise the results of 
this analysis (For the linear f liter the results in this case 
differ from the results in Case 1) must be the same as in 
Case 1 because the same conditions and the same probability 
density functions apply. ,The optimum nonlinear zero-





Figure 5. The characteristic of zero-memory nonlinear filter, 
case 2.
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E. Mean Square Error
From a practical point of view, a reasonable choice of 
error criterion is the criterion of least mean square error, 
as used in the linear filter theorem by Wiener, i.e. we wish
to make [y(t) - yd (t)J 2 a minimum. Although the averaging 
is to be carried over the ensemble, in the quasi ergodic case 
this is equivalent to a time average. It has the favorable 
advantage of yielding a solution to the optimum problem and 
also, it satisfies the intuitive need for using a rectified 
version of error e(t).
The mean square error
e2(t) = £yd (t) - y(t)J2 = y2(t) - 2yd (t) • y(t) + y2(t)
is a positive second order quadratic form of the response. 
If it is of one variable, this expression takes the general 
form of a parabola, as shown in Fig. 6. The minimization 
process is merely to determine the stationary point 
which gives the minimum e (t). For if more than one inde­
pendent variable Is involved the expression for the mean 
square error take the form of the equation for a multidi­
mensional elliptical paraboloid. The minimization process 
is to find the stationary point which corresponds to the 
bottom point of the paraboloid. For example, the two vari­
able case is shown in Fig. 7.
29
Figure 6. One variable
30
To obtain an expression for the minimum mean square 
error, we begin by substituting Sq. 12 into the expression 
for the mean souare error.
F =
. L I




Ka^S2,T2̂  P2^Xl,S2; ^l”1̂  ds2 dr2 dx-̂ dX-̂
Thus,
and
min K(x 1 ,t 1 )
'O -<&
'ccrcD
K (x2 ,^2) P]L(x1 ,x2 ;T'1-'r2 )dx2dX2 dx-^dx^
e . F . +m m  = m m  *r rh 'a s(t-r) T.
L.
= S (t) + F
]  m J
= S^(t) -
m m
f~!c fa . f c c f f o
K (x-ĵ ,X-̂ ) K (x2 iX2) P (x1 , x2'j X. X"2 ) dx, dXqdx^ 2
OJ&'OliD
= S^(t) - | K (x,t) etc
= S2(t) - f2(x)
=  ^ 2 - 6Zs y (33)
For our special signal, the variance is
£ 2 =£3 S2 P (s) = A2 + (-A) 2 ^4r- + (1-kAt) • 0
= A2 k A t  = A.K = (j) (0 )  ( 3*0
In order to show that the mean square error of the zero- 
memory nonlinear filter is finite, it is necessary to evaluate
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the quantity i (x)
f2(x) = ff2(x) . p(x) dx
-CO
'<x> Jjs • p(x, s) - ds ] dx 
p(x)
For case 1 and case 3> we substitute Eq. 26 and Eq. 28 
into Eq. 35, and obtain




exp ; § < t 7 >2]  *
l(2i±A)2] •|'2(1~kAt,)expf-|($) 
”2 6 n ) K A t  i Z 6 n
2, (36)
The integrand of the integral in Eq. 36 Is
A * k 
2
exp „1 (2̂ A)
2 O n
2n




U 2 fin’ j
+ exp "lr2LlA>i2l + 2^1“K-A - ^exp 
°h J k A t
n 2
r-i($r)
2 6 n j






Integrating Eq. 37 we obtain





A . k + exp
-*
l/X+A/~ 
” 2' ;L J2 ^ / 2 7 1  1
exp > dx
-a?
A « k 
n




Hence we get the following relationship
f (x) = c(*A*k <  A • k where 0 <  <.1
Thus, from Eq. 33 the mean square error of the zero-memory 
nonlinear filter is
e2 ( t ) = s2(t) y2(t) = 6 2 - f2(x)
O
= Ak - c^Ak = Ak (1-cK)
For case 2, by substituting Eq. 30 and Eq. 31 into Eq. 35 
we get
exp |
f (x) = 4 J2TT L_
dx
exp r4 ( ^ )2 <s;n _J
(1-kAt) , r l(X-)






i(2̂ A ) 2"L2 <V J
. (l-k At)+ kit exP 1 ,x 2+2A2-^x a T2 &  ' °n J
dx (38)
Because both integrands are always positive and because 
the integrand of Eq. 38 is always smaller than the integrand 
of the following integral, the integral of Eq. 38 is always 






- 4 — )
2
dx = A . k
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Thus, we get the following relationship
f2(x) =/^*A • k < A  • k where < 1
Thus, the mean square error for case 2 becomes
e2(t) = s2(t) - f2(x)
= A • k - fi •A • k 
= A . k . (1-/3)C  c o
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In order to show that the zero-memory nonlinear filter is 
better than the linear one, the mean square error of the 
linear filters corresponding to the three cases considered 
above is considered here. As mentioned before, the mean 
square error of the linear filter under our conditions is 
infinite; the formal mathematical proof will now be estab­
lished. According to Lee (op. cit.) the minimum mean square 
error is
The autocorrelation function and spectral density of 









k2 -^(f) + k s • (k ) v n
m m
-CD
k + k + k2 • S ( fn s s
df ( W
1We approximate the Delta function by a pulse of height 
and width 2a, extending from -a to a and then let a—*-0.
Eq. 40 can be put in the form
e (t)min =
-a ■a
[k2 ,g(f) + k s] . (kn )
df +
k2 5 (f) + ks






k2 £ ( f ) + k | . (k ) s si n
J  a
k + k + k2 Si f ) n s s
df
-a
k k s n
k +ks n
k «■ ks n
k +, ks n





s n ~ 2a df +
i 2 1
^s 2a -a J
'C D
k k s n
k +k s n
df
-a 2k - k a k-ks n f 1 s n f1 x
k2 k +ks o s n
- C O -a
CO
a
k + k s n
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(co - a) + k (a+a) + — — -  (<©
k + k s n
- a)
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The present work has provided an introduction to the 
theory of nonlinear filters by considering the zero-memory 
nonlinear filter; the zero-memory device is shown to be a 
convenient vehicle for making the’ transition from optimum 
linear filtering to optimum nonlinear filtering. The 
optimization is based upon minimization of the mean square 
error which exists between the filter output and the de­
sired signal.
The results of this study have also shown that the 
zero-memory device is better than a linear device for sepa­
rating signals from noise in each of the following three 
cases.
Case 1:
Waves of (Poisson Distributed) equally likely 
positive and negative impulses corrupted by 
white Gaussian noise. The autocorrelation func­
tions of the signal and noise are
Case 2:
Waves of (Poisson Distributed) impulses of the 
same sign corrupted by white Gaussian noise. The 
autocorrelation function of the signal and noise are
cjyt) = kg <5 (t)
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4>s (t) = k s 5(t) 4* kZe 
dj^(t) = k n &  (t)
Case 3:
Waves of (Poisson Distributed) alternatively 
positive and negative impulses corrupted by 
white Gaussian noise. Ihe autocorrelative 
functions are
In each of the above cases the optimum linear filter 
is shown to yield an infinite mean square error whereas 
each of the corresponding zero-memory devices is shown to 
yield a finite mean square error. In addition, although the 
optimum linear filter is different for each of the three 
cases, the zero-memory nonlinear filters were identical in 
case 1 and case 3« The identity stems from the identity of 
the probability density functions even though the autocor­
relation functions are different.
The nonlinear transfer characteristics obtained in this 
report can be described qualitatively as follows.
Impulses of amplitude A are passed essentially without dis­
tortion. However, noise impulses of amplitudes greater than
kf exp(-2k 11i )S 1 *
39
A are saturated to the level A. Also, unless the noise is 
much larger (at least 100 to 1 ) than its r.m.s. value, it 
produces essentially no output. Noise levels which are much 
greater than the r.m.s. noise level and less than A in 
amplitudes do produce significant outputs, but such noise 
levels are very unlikely to occur.
40
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